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VESTRY LETTER
the live streamed services, from the very first Sunday
that St Columba’s and St Andrew’s, Newcastle were
required to close their doors.
The streamed services have made connections and
opened up conversations that just two months ago we
could barely have imagined. They have strengthened
ties between the linked charges of London and
Newcastle and allowed former St Columbans from
around the globe, – from Australia, South Africa, USA,
Turkey – to reconnect. They have allowed those who
haven’t been able to worship at St Columba’s due
to frailty, geography or circumstance, to return to a
place that is special for them – sometimes years after
their last visit. The streamed services have allowed
church members to invite friends to attend, in a way
that seems easier and more natural than in regular
times. They have given shape and anchor to days that
have become unmoored from many of their previous
predictabilities.
In the office, we have received so many encouraging
messages about the Sunday worship, as well as
lovely reflections on why these things mean so much.
One admits that while watching: “I love to close my
eyes and imagine I am in the Sanctuary.” An elder
comments, without being disloyal: “It is lovely to
attend worship without being distracted by the usual
concerns of a busy St Columba’s Sunday.” On Easter
Sunday a church friend wrote: “I really felt I was in
Church today. During the Lord’s Prayer I could feel
that everyone watching was saying it with the minister.
These services are so important to our Church family
and are so much appreciated.” A further-flung St
Columban speculated: “Both my friend in Comrie and
myself hope that after lockdown, we shall still be able
to access your Sunday service. She says it’s the only
thing she will miss once lockdown is over!” The same
technology has also been used to offer an online
funeral. A relative of the deceased wrote: “Thank you
for the service yesterday. We did feel connected. It was
watched both here in Glasgow by us and other family
members in Copenhagen. So, it felt well attended.”

June/July 2020
Dear Friends,
“The closed doors of our church building lie heavily
upon us. So, we ask your blessing on those outside
groups and individuals for whom the Church provides
a safe and welcoming home. We pray for our Sunday
School and all the various church organisations during
this period of closure. May this time be for us all an
opportunity for reflection on our attitudes and priorities
so that when activities resume there may be new
enthusiasms, fresh energies and a ready willingness
from many to volunteer their time, talents and money.”
Words from a prayer, written by a church member, for
a recent Congregational Prayer Time.

Closed doors, but a space that can still be entered.
Closed doors, but still a sense of belonging. Closed
doors – unexpectedly, an encouragement to pray. As a
final live-stream voice muses, while watching Sunday
service: “We both have a sense of the presence of the
others who are on line, as we are. It is a mini version
of how I sense in public prayer being part of the real
but unseen Church Universal.”

As I write, our beautiful building lies silent, but sunfilled, and the Saltire still flies above Pont Street. Closed
doors have not shut the Church – the living stones
continue. So, a good place to begin is to say thank you
to all who have contributed in so many ways in these
days of pandemic. From the health professionals and
key workers who continue their vital work each day, to
the Church Staff who have kept so much running, amid
challenging circumstances, to each church member
who has looked out for and prayed for others, and to
the musicians and “technocrats” who have brought us

Doors open or shut, may the Lord bless you and keep
you,
Angus MacLeod
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The view from Paddington Green
David Stewart on live streaming for lockdown

The first one, Sunday 22nd March, The seven days to Sunday 29th
was quite exciting. Something March seemed to pass quite
novel.
rapidly. The research for, and
purchase of, a replacement bicycle
Keeping an eye on the clock, for that stolen last September, and
finishing off little household tasks the subsequent use of this twoas it ticked down to 10.59, my fairly wheeled treasure were among the
ancient Samsung tablet already highlights. And so to our second
positioned on the kitchen worktop streamed service, and a different
with the St Columba’s website technical hitch – the introduction by
open. A vista of an empty church our Minister sounded uncannily like
- as seen from the choir stalls - the one a week ago. Eek, it was the
before me. Enjoying the joyful organ one from a week ago.
intro, mid-morning coffee and toast
still not quite finished, the voice of Bless our Church Administrator
Angus broke through, and our first for giving me her mobile number
streamed service began.
last summer, when courtesy of a
gracious Elder we had adjacent
It wasn’t long before the first ‘technical tickets for the Sunday of the Ashes
hitch’ arose. The Hymnary at the top Test match at Lord’s. A quick enquiry
of my bookshelf did not emanate by text message, and the vital reply
from George St, Edinburgh, but came almost immediately: “Try
rather Havelock Place, Belfast. The refreshing your page.” Eureka.
title was announced, rapid shuffle
to the index at the back to cross This time, we had the pleasures
refer numbers, and by about the of a choir as opposed to our
third line I was able to join Angus chorister and his doughty individual
and our excellent chorister (in effort. I enjoyed both. Somehow
passing, what a splendid soloist he the content of Angus’s prayers made: something that might make chosen with a sure and sensitive
a pleasant addition to our worship touch - resonated more than usual.
when, to use the magic phrase, While our closing hymn is normally
everything returns to normal).
a rousing number, ‘Who would true
valour see’ felt spot on.
Frankly, I found the opening minutes
of that initial streaming to be rather At this stage, I anticipated my own
moving. Somehow my changed approach - both to confinement and
Sunday morning routine brought our Sunday service - would change.
home the impact of the national But I knew it would continue to be
- and wider world - situation, in a a key fulcrum in my week, just of
way not everything else had. No a different nature to the various
longer was it deciding whether it Sundays since I discovered St
was a sufficiently pleasant morning Columba’s circa 2008.
to walk through Hyde Park, or to
take the softer option of the 414 bus Thereafter a new rhythm and
from Edgware Road; whether to regularity unfolded. Listen to the start
buy the Sunday Times en route, or of the Radio 4 religious programme
leave it for Sainsbury’s afterwards (Emily Buchanan/William Crawley/
because a few groceries were Ed Stourton) at 7.10. If the content
required. Now, with the exception sounded interesting, continue; if
of the blessed - and, for me, largely not… something else until at 8.10,
essential - ‘constitutional’ walk, it on the same channel, ‘Sunday
was to be a Sunday entirely behind Worship’. Justin Welby has featured
closed doors.
somewhat. Then at 9 o’clock came
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the Andrew Marr programme, with
newspaper review and ‘state of the
nation’ address from a St Columba’s
member.
The BBC1 version of ‘Sunday
Worship’ is next. The cameras
and crew must be isolated
somewhere around Offa’s Dyke.
In consecutive weeks we have had
St David’s Cathedral in beautiful
Pembrokeshire, Hereford, Bangor,
then back to St David’s and
Hereford. Somehow the Bishop of
Dover became involved. Starting
times vary. Occasionally we can
watch the whole transmission,
sometimes half, and sometimes
they align with ourselves at 11
am. ‘Songs of Praise’, a couple of
hours later, is another option. Rose
Hudson-Wilkin pops up here as
well. Maybe all the other Bishops
are on furlough.
Palm Sunday. I wonder what
happens with the crosses handed
out by children in years gone by.
Two of mine were retained and hang
in my flat, unobtrusive reminders.
Good Friday. My diary has: ‘11.00
am, Reading’. What am I meant
to be doing there? Penny drops:
it is ‘reading’. The lesson. The
lockdown is making us just a little
more doolally than usual.
‘There is a green hill far away’. What
is this? I know the second line as:
‘without a city wall’. Online we sang
‘outside’. As a youngster, it was fun
learning what it actually meant. If
ever in Londonderry, do visit the
splendid St Columb’s Cathedral,
set just inside the ancient defensive
wall of that small city. Note the study
window at the front of the Bishop’s
residence and contemplate Cecil
Frances Alexander penning her
enduring words. The final ones
of the famous Easter hymn are:
‘and try his works to do’. The mind
goes back to our home organist,

The view from Paddington Green
Continued

Mrs Collins (local music teacher,
widowed in World War II). In her
children’s choir we were taught to
enunciate toe dough like go rather
than ‘two doo’. She influences my
singing to this day.
As Angus introduces his sermons
with the traditional wording,
sometimes
I
hear Andrea’s
impression of Mrs Malaprop a few
years ago: “May the words of my
heart, and the meditation of all our
mouths”.
In one he references Capt Tom
Moore, and the funeral – via Zoom –
of an old ex-serviceman. Again and
again, the importance of the music
reinforces itself: in this case ‘Keep
right on to the end of the road’.
The Happy Hour group endorsed
this sentiment in a stimulating
discussion one ‘first Wednesday of
the month’ a couple of winters ago.
The housebound St Columba’s
member I visit - now speak to by
phone - emphasises how central
are the hymns to her enjoyment:
“I like that we are getting the wellknown ones”’
Logging in one morning, for the first
time I pause at the homepage of
our Internet site. What a great idea
to show Angus at the front door
with people walking out on ‘fast
forward’, like a Mack Sennett or
Keystone Cops film from a hundred
years ago. Memo to self: must go
outside early some morning, to see
how it looks from the other side in
‘real time’.
We are invited to recall our favourite
films. My brother and I had only just
exchanged lists; ‘Chariots of Fire’
made his. I’ve seen it sufficiently
often, that when Angus referenced
the line from Jeanie Liddell, I was
already finishing it in my head:
“when I run… I feel His pleasure.”
She and Eric became distant

relations of mine, when the Rev
Brian Liddell returned from North
Africa (where he left part of his foot),
marrying into the family circle, and
taking a charge in Coleraine on the
north coast of N Ireland.

previous service dissipates. ‘Love
Divine’ today - perfect (muse as to
whether something by John Bell will
one day find a place in the hearts of
our successors in the same way).
Absence of organ intro means I
miss the start, so find myself singing
At least one line from Scripture or in ‘catch-up’ mode to finish before
the hymns or the sermon seems to the sermon.
strike a particular chord each week.
An example is ‘Endless is the victory We are introduced to a useful
thou o’er death hast won.’ Given the rule of thumb to live by: “Do the
concerns of the time, it does not feel right thing on difficult days.” I
excessive to quote the entire final momentarily wish the supervisor of
verse of ‘Thine be the glory’ (419):
Mortlake crematorium had adopted
that mind-set when, a few days
‘No more we doubt thee, glorious
previously, some of us attended the
Prince of life;
funeral of a friend with pre-existing
Life is naught without thee: aid us respiratory issues who became a
in our strife;
Covid-19 casualty.
Make us more than conquerors,
through thy deathless love:
The tune to our closing hymn is ‘The
Bring us safe through Jordan to thy Bard of Armagh’. Touching for me.
home above.’
Editor’s
deadline
beckons.
Sometimes
technical
hitches Sunday 10th, we are reminded the
continue to tease us. In mid-April, I anniversaries of VE day and our
had not scrolled down in advance to church building being destroyed
check for the words of the hymns. by ‘enemy action’ coincide. I have
Not there…back to the to-ing reassured people in the past, I don’t
and fro-ing with the Irish version. think the Luftwaffe actually targeted
Come across, bookmarking the us. Supposedly folk are now joining
Apostles Creed, my certificate of in from Tokyo (ok), Turkey (really?)
First Communion from First Armagh and Toulouse (he’s now making it
Church. March 1976; all of 44 years up, for purposes of alliteration!).
ago. Amongst the (6) urgings on the
inside is written ‘pray: anywhere, at ‘Love Divine’ to Hyfrydol (memories
any time, in any need.’
of the school band, an old favourite)
gets another go. With the build-up
We reach Sunday 3rd May. Michael Angus gives it, I hear myself say:
Palin is on Marr, a support act “Hit it Ben”. Before then, we sing
to Hugh. Confesses he is rather 120 to the tune of ‘Ode to Joy’. That
enjoying the isolation. Hallelujah, can be a bit of a stretch for a bog
someone has said so in public. Me standard baritone; mercifully the
too Sir Michael (but, my task list lady immediately above me is in her
remains stubbornly unfinished).
90s, and pretty deaf.
It gets to 10.59, and still silence. I wonder how long before the others
No music. Is it my ageing tablet who sit adjacent to the Fife shield
device? Angus lights the candles, will have to endure my tones.
and walks to the pulpit. Phew, we
can hear him; passing concern
that I was again logged into the
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Army service in wartime London

Christina Morrison’s recollections of work, worship and air raids
In early 1941, I was posted to
London to work in Code and Cipher
Branch, Main Building, War Office in
Whitehall. I worked as a High Grade
Cipher operator and attended the
School of Military Intelligence not
long after I arrived. Our offices
were situated three storeys down in
bunkers under War Office, opposite
Number 10 Downing Street, in a
labyrinth of underground passages
between our offices, Number 10 and
other strategic buildings in
Whitehall. We went in a side
door and two armed police
examined your War Office
pass. I’d never seen armed
police before then. There
were two shifts, the day shift
from 9am to 5pm and night
shift from 5pm until 9am.
We were allowed to go for
an hour-and-a-half sleep but
you had to stagger the times
so that everyone would get
a chance of a rest.
The Prime Minister, Mr
Churchill, sometimes came
over to War Office to sleep
during some of the critical
times, such as during the
threat of Nazi invasion.
One evening I met Mr
Churchill in his pyjamas and
his dressing gown in the
underground passageway
between Downing Street
and the War Office. I was
going to waken the night
shift so that we could go off shift. I
saw this portly man strolling towards
me and it was when I got level with
him, he said ‘Good evening’ and
I said ‘Good evening’ and went on
my way! I often decoded messages
for Mr Churchill headed up ‘For
Mr Churchill’s eyes only’. These
messages were delivered to him
once I had transcribed them into
plain English. We had a process to
go through that we called 39 Steps.

I’ve often wondered if John Buchan
took the name of his book from this
process as he was working at the
Foreign Office. It was a very timeconsuming process going through
all the stages.
I don’t know how we coped with
working in cramped conditions
underground, never seeing daylight
or breathing fresh air. Lots of staff
smoked. We always knew when

arrived in London, I was the Orderly
Officer at our billet one night when
there was an air raid on. We had
been told to get the stirrup pump.
However I didn’t know how to use a
stirrup pump and didn’t even know
what it looked like! So I found a pail
with sand in and went down to the
basement and sat there for about
15 minutes. Nobody came down, so
I just went back upstairs, put my tin
hat on and went back to bed!
The Service had a most
peculiar way of paying us.
They never came to War
Office, but someone came
along to our billet and gave
us pay packets. We got
flat pay according to rank,
then trade pay as Code
and Cipher, but we also got
a special rate for working
each day at War Office, so
we reckoned it was a sort
of ‘danger money’. It was
all very hush hush. Our
bosses were not Army but
two retired naval officers
from the Foreign Office and
they were both Scotsmen.
Our division was called
C6 Tels. That’s the clue to
MI6 because the C Branch
was called after the first
commander of MI6 in the
First World War who was a
Scotsman called Cumming.
He was also referred to as
‘C’. We sussed out early on
that we were working for MI6. The
traffic we were dealing with was
mostly from our ambassadors and
our agents overseas. Unlike other
colleagues in the War Office, we
weren’t allowed to wear any sort of
identifying flashes.

Mr Churchill was in the War Office
bunker because there was the
unmistakeable reek of his cigar
smoke. The rooms were however
air-conditioned and sometimes
on night duty I used to think that
the whine of the air-conditioning
sounded like the bagpipes and I
We often worked night shift and
would have a bout of ‘cianalas’.
spent long hours working on coded
We were billeted in Cadogan messages. Sometimes we’d take
Gardens in Chelsea. Not long after I turns to make the tea. Mr Churchill
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Army service in wartime London
Continued

had a beautiful kitchen down there
but we just had a kettle. Before I
put the light on, I used to hurl the
kettle lid in, so that all the rats
would scatter before I made the
tea. Some girls were terrified of
the rats. We had these huge flood
doors because we were so close
to the River Thames. Churchill
made several famous speeches
from within the War Rooms and he
was able to lift the spirits and give
memorable rallying calls.
Every Sunday when I was off
duty I went to St Columba’s
Church of Scotland in Pont Street,
Knightsbridge which was close to
our billet. But then it was bombed
and so the services were held in
Jehangir Hall in Kensington. Once
a month I went to the Crown Court
Church of Scotland in Covent
Garden because they had a Gaelic
service there. I would sit there and
feel close to my ain folk. When they
sang the Gaelic psalms, the tears
would be coming down. Sometimes
I would get leave and go home to
Inverness. Often there would be
air raids while we were travelling

on the long
train journey
home which
meant awful
delays. If I
got furlough
to the Isle
of
Lewis,
that meant
a
couple
of
extra
days
and
I could go
over to visit
friends and
relatives in
Gravir.
The doodlebug raids started in 1943.
We used to say: ‘Oh, for an oldfashioned air raid’ because the V1s
were terrifying because you would
hear them coming over. Then when
the engine stopped, it fell straight
down. With the V2s, you would
see the light in the sky and know
it had exploded but with the V1s,
once it stopped, it fell flat. It was
really nerve-racking. The V2s had
enormous explosive power in them.
Chelsea
Barracks
which was
very
near
us was hit
twice,
the
Guards’
Chapel was
demolished
and a lot of
people were
killed. When
America
came
into
the war, we
had a lot of
America’s
Air
Corps
billeted
next
door
to us. One
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morning a doodlebug fell and 80 of
them were killed: they were in their
trucks on their way going for their
breakfast down the street. I went
down to the city one day and there
wasn’t a building to be seen but St.
Paul’s Cathedral. It was the only
building that was standing. Some of
my colleagues couldn’t handle the
air raids and were sent on postings
away from London.
As Mr Churchill said when he
addressed the nation in May 1945:
“We were left all alone against the
most tremendous military power
that has been seen. We were all
alone for a whole year. The lights
went out and the bombs came
down but every man, woman and
child in this country had no thought
of quitting the struggle. Even if it is
a hard struggle, we will not be the
ones who fail.”
Extracted from
‘Yesterday’s Child’ published by
the Islands Book Trust
on the Isle of Lewis.
Mrs Morrison died in 1916
at the age of 96.

Serm

Sermon preached at St Columba’s P
on Sunday 1
“Do not let your hearts be troubled. Believe and for the spirit of unity and devotion among
in God, believe also in me. John 14:1-2 all our people which triumphed over weariness
and danger.”
On Friday morning, 75th Anniversary of VE Day, I
received this description of how one World War II Following years of blackout, one of the central
veteran spent the original VE day: “(On VE Day) images to VE Day was the restoration of light
I was stationed in a small town near Belsen (in – a symbol of release, from fear into freedom – a
Germany.) I was the orderly officer for the day - great deliverance. The gospel reading from John
my main duties, admin and security. With regard 14 is spoken in time of blackout. They are words
to the latter, at the time, we were guarding a that inform a Victory Day, yes; but first, they are
British Army Captain from another unit. He was words for the difficult days of unknowing, either
awaiting court martial, back in Britain, on a charge how long, or how much, must still be endured.
of murder, having shot a major in his own unit. (In
those days, Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder had In the gospel, friends gather to share a special
not been recognised.) Earlier, we had not only meal. An upper room – discrete, for fear of
liberated France, but also her champagne, so, discovery. Loathe to voice it, each one there
each member of the company was issued with a senses the sands of time draining away. The
bottle of champagne to celebrate victory.
one whose company they have kept these three
On VE Day, there we were, in Germany; him on years – their compass and companion, is, they
a murder charge, and me guarding him – the pair fear, about to be torn from them. Though he
of us drinking our champagne. Macabre!”
could make good his escape, he seems intent
on a collision he surely cannot survive. Beyond
At St Columba’s, from the pages of the the closed doors, darkness circles and closes
Church Magazine of summer 1945, minister in.
and congregation were proud to record that
throughout the war worship took place every After kneeling down and washing the disciples’
Sunday – the only exception, Sunday 11th May feet at this Last Supper, Jesus makes his
1941, the morning when worshippers gathered to farewells. (These chapters of John, 14-17 are
find the church in ruins following its destruction known as the Final Discourse.) But as well as
by enemy action during the night.
saying goodbye, he promises to see them again.
At the edge of his own grave, Jesus says that
Almost exactly four years to the day, on 8th what he is about to go through is the beginning
May1945 at 5pm, a Service of Thanksgiving to of the “way”. Despite what they fear most, Jesus
mark VE Day was held by the congregation, hosted assures the disciples that he and they, disciple
at neighbouring St Saviour’s, Walton Street. After and master, will remain connected, neither
four years of worshipping in the Jehangir Hall one abandoned, nor alone. Love – relationship
worshipper remarked: “It was grand to have an – will not be severed; changed, perhaps, but
organ again.” The sermon began: “It has come at continuing. Death neither God’s last, nor lasting,
last. Germany is defeated.” The congregation of word.
the day would not have needed it, but the prayers
that day remind us that the war touched every “Do not let your hearts be troubled. Believe in
part of society; the war effort undertaken not just God, believe also in me. I go into a future you
by those in uniform: “For the tireless bravery of cannot see, but into which, you can follow. If it
merchant seamen and fishermen. For the loyalty were not so, would I have told you that I go to
and labour of men and women in factory and field: prepare a place for you?” In the shadow of his
for the good guardianship of the Civil Defence own cross, Jesus says: You have a place - with
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Pont Street by Revd Angus MacLeod
10 May 2020
me and with God. God has not chosen to be these unusual circumstances to reach out to your
God without us. In my Father’s house there global neighbours too.”
are many dwelling places.
Neighbourliness is echoed in the words of Dr Scott’s
Familiar at funerals, these are not simply afterlife sermon on VE Day 1945: “Now that the threat of
words. They are for the now life. In the clarion bombs and blasting is past, it is a joyful thing to
call of Christian Aid, whose special Week starts bear testimony to the steadfastness, courage
today: “We believe in life before death.” In the and loyalty of a sorely harassed congregation.
immediate aftermath of World War II Christian But while the enemy caused grievous harm in
leaders in Britain and Ireland met, determining the destruction of the church – the truth is, these
to do all that they could to alleviate the plight of stern years have strengthened and deepened the
the millions of refugees displaced by war. Initially fellowship of St Columba’s. If we have known as
known as Christian Reconstruction in Europe never before the horror and misery that the works
we know it now as Christian Aid. Its aim was not of wicked men can bring, we have also known
to evangelise, but to respond to need, believing as never before, how wonderful are the works of
that compassion transcends all borders.
God and how sure is the promise: “Lo, I am with
you always!”
Twelve years later, Christian Aid Week began. For
over sixty years, individuals and congregations And finally, footnote to our VE Day veteran. In his
have gone door to door or shaken cans on the diary is the label from his bottle of champagne:
high street to raise money for the world’s poorest Moet & Chandon Brut Epernay 1937. A church
– believing poverty an outrage against humanity, friend researched it. “You shouldn’t have drunk
that can and must be eradicated. Christian that champagne – the bottle would be worth
Aid works in partnership to provide urgent, £5,000 today!”
practical assistance where need is greatest. On Friday, the former soldier reported: “The label
Through campaigning advocacy, it also seeks is back in its rightful page in the diary. This evening,
to address the root causes of poverty. It meets I will remember with love my younger brother Bert
need, regardless of people’s faith – though it who died on an RAF raid on St Nazaire. I will also
undertakes its work as an expression of its own have a wee dram.”
faith. “Truly, I tell you, the one who believes in
me, will also do the works that I do…” John In my Father’s house are many dwellings.
14:12
God has not chosen to be God without us.
Hallelujah
Currently operating in 37 countries, across
Amen
continents, it is responding to the coronavirus
outbreak in Africa, Asia and in Latin America and
the Caribbean. (Details are in our newsletter
or via Christian Aid website.) The charity itself
addresses its supporters:
“Over the last few months, you’ve shown love
to your neighbours in so many ways. You’ve
picked up the phone. You’ve brought them
food. You’ve prayed for them. You’ve shown
that you’re by their side. And they’re not alone.
And while this Christian Aid Week will feel a little
strange, we know you will do what you can in
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Take the Testaments test

Hilary Natzler has been thoughtful but not idle
I should like to ask how the
lockdown was for you, but as by
the time this reaches you it may
be ongoing, perhaps I should
begin by asking how it is for
you. Anxieties and challenges
will vary in intensity and content
from individual to individual, and
from household to household.
Lockdown has surprised me with
its gift of stillness, and not just
in our quiet streets and empty
skies. I misunderstood parental
guidance to “be purposeful”, “not
to waste a minute” and to “be
busy as a bee” as a direction to
charge through life, constantly
chasing from one commitment
to the next. Despatching work
and household chores, intent
on the next project, the next
rendezvous with friends or
entertainment, I thought I was
“seizing life with both hands”.
In fact my senses were in part
anaesthetised to the joys of the
immediate. I was forever using
the present as a springboard to
the future; planning rather than
being.
So, forced to live in the Now,
I appreciate waving to my
neighbours
on
Thursday
evenings as we assemble to clap
and bang pans in appreciation
of doctors, nurses and carers;
and I am uncovering neglected
gems. To the right is a photo of
one of them......

Some time ago this little
cabinet was left to David by his
godmother. It was untidily full of
packs of small cards, penned
in a spidery cursive script with
questions based on a thorough
knowledge of the Scriptures.
Time at home presented the
opportunity to take a closer look
and sort out those cards. Now
neatly organised, as originally
intended, into three series each
of three sets of 50 cards, I wonder
who compiled the questions and
for whom. Obviously it was to
foster sound Biblical familiarity.
Before the advent of the wireless,
long evenings had to be filled.
Besides industrious stitching,
knitting and embroidering (for
the menfolk, obviously!), there
was reading and music making,
playing cards even…though
perhaps not in a devout home?
Was this a family precursor to
University Challenge? Or did
some hardworking teacher,
Sunday school or otherwise,
devise it as a method of
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instruction, a sort of catechism?
I wish I knew.
On the facing page you will find
an assortment of 30 of those
questions. For those, like me,
who don’t have all the answers
on the tip of their tongue, a Bible
to hand will reveal the answers
- Book, Chapter and Verse are
given. In fact, uncovering the
answer in the text channelled me
into reading beyond the soughtfor answer. Time is to be enjoyed
and life taken at a curiositydriven, pondering pace.
So, the second gift of lockdown
has been a closer sense of
connectedness
with
those
who have gone before and the
rhythms of their world. Their
life, like ours in lockdown,
may have been lived within a
narrower circumference and
paced accordingly, but it had
dimensional depths that we
in our 21st century hurry and
distraction are being reminded
to seek.

30 Questions
1 What did God call everything when he had
16 What sin was Herod committing when the angel of 		
finished making it? Genesis 1:31
the Lord smote him, and what was his death?
2 Why did God bless the Seventh day
Acts 12: 21-23
and call it holy? Genesis 2:3
17 For whom is there no condemnation in the sight
3 What were the names of Noah’s
of God? Romans 8:1
three sons? Genesis 5:32
18 Why hath “God chosen the foolish things”, “the weak
4 When Noah was alive, did all men
things”, “the base things” and “the things which are 		
speak the same language? Genesis 9:1
despised by this world”? 1 Corinthians 1:27-29
5 What was the salutation of Boaz to his reapers? 		 19 Which is the greatest of the Christian graces?
And what was their reply? Ruth 2:4
1 Corinthians 13:13
6 When Samuel was choosing a King for Israel, what 20 In what five particulars does St Paul tell Timothy to
two points did he consider? What was the only
be “an example to the believers”? 1 Timothy 4:12
thing which the Lord considered? 1 Samuel 16:7
21 What does St Paul tell the Hebrews is required of
7 What was the name of the King who, standing
those who would be made partakers of
by a pillar, made a covenant, together with all
Christ? Hebrews 3:14
his subjects, to serve the Lord? 2 Kings 22-23:3
22 What were the five properties required in Jesus
8 What promise does David make to those who
as our High Priest, and how often had he to offer
“pray for the peace of Jerusalem”? Psalm 122:6
a sacrifice? Hebrews 7: 26-27
9 What advantage does Solomon say there is in
23 What is that, without which it is impossible to please
a “soft answer”? Proverbs 15:1
God? What is that without which no man shall
10 Who is it that God will keep in “perfect peace”?
see God? Hebrews 11:6 and 12:14
Isaiah 26:3
24 What reason does St Peter give why we should
11 What is that new covenant, which is set forth in the
“take it patiently” if we suffer when we “do well”?
Old and New Testament, that all people may
1 Peter 2:19-20
believe in it, and apply to God to fulfil it?
25 What “ornament” is that which St Peter tells us
Jeremiah 31:33-34 & Hebrews 8:10-12
is precious in the sight of God? 1 Peter 3:4
12 What were the three things wanting in the land of 26 What must man keep his tongue from who loves
Israel in the days of Hosea, which led the Lord to 		
life and would see good days? 1 Peter 3:10
have a controversy with that land? Hosea 4:1
27 How are we to know whether we have passed
13 When Judas confessed “I have sinned” — in what 		
from death unto life? 1 John 3:14
did he say his sin had consisted? Matthew 27:4
28 What is God, and how are we to dwell in him
14 In times of trouble for Christ’s sake and the 		
and he in us? 1 John 4:16
Gospels, who is it will help us to speak,
29 Who is it that is able to keep us from
and speak for us? Mark 13:11
falling into sin? Jude 24-25
15 Who commanded the apostles not to depart from 30 What was the offence of the Church at Laodicea?
Jerusalem? What were they to wait for? Acts 1:4
Revelations 3: 15-16

Easter Sunday 2020
Collected together in front of our
individual screens St Columbans
celebrated Easter 2020 in lockdown
mode. Angus provided us yet again
with a beautiful, thoughtful service
and led us with dignity through taking
Communion in our homes. For most
of us this was a novel experience; and
for many it will have been poignant.
Here are some of our voices:
“We shared a glass of sloe gin and
a small piece of pitta bread (it’s a
bit dry!). What meant most to me
was the ability to serve my son
communion, which I’ve never done
before: that was special. But we
were both also very aware of our

St Columba’s service happening in
many different places at the same
time, and involving many friends as
well as people we may never have
met. Though it was very different from
usual it was a moving and significant
celebration.”
“We shared a glass of port and a thin
oatcake. It was very moving. Initially
we thought it surprisingly moving but
then we reflected on the chaplains
in war zones, hospitals, care homes
and visiting the sick, and realised that
it was normal for many to celebrate
communion in a variety of spaces.
Intimate and thought provoking and
devoid of ceremonial angst - a perfect
Easter communion.”
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“We had a sip of Rosé wine and
shared a slice of Colomba, the Italian
Easter bread in the shape of a dove.
In our sitting room the stillness and
silence seemed to plumb depths
beyond previous experience. We
felt intimately held within a huge
congregation of believers across time
and space.”
“We didn’t serve anything. Our
Communion was a silent, meditative
and profound experience. It was
so moving to focus entirely on the
celebration, without any distractions of
activity or timing, and to get lost in the
beauty of worshipping together across
hundreds and hundreds of miles.”

Birds, bees and moonshine
Flower guild cuttings from the lockdown weeks

‘A stranger rang my door bell to say that an injured swan had just gone down my drive. With torch in hand
I went a-searching and found the injured and bleeding bird. I managed to get it into my cellar where it
remained all night. Call to the RSPA at 7.10pm resulted in an officer dropping in at 9am this morning. He
expertly got hold of the bird that was in fact a goose and was being taken straight to a vet. ‘
‘A bit cloudy this morning but yesterday was glorious and we had a lovely walk in the sunshine. It was
Kelsey Park’s turn to entertain us and the ducks and geese were out in force. I had to take a picture
of this beauty and also the Greylag. They are all completely unfazed by people and just carry on with
their lives oblivious to anything going on around them. There is an island in the lake where the herons
nest and yesterday there was a bit of a fight going on, over a nest I assume. All the other herons were
standing back watching while the ‘stairheid brawlers’ went at it.’
‘Our crab apple tree has been invaded by a pair of magpies (who are not at all welcome) building a very
messy-looking nest. There lots of baby bird voices in the garden and I am hoping there are no eggs
waiting to be pinched from nests.’
‘I watched a magpie in the field opposite my windows one morning. He or she (how do you know unless
you’re a magpie) like a really stroppy teenager, was being a complete pest to several crows who were
around. Well! They surrounded him and kept pecking and flying up and then back again, just dive
bombing him and finally left him in a very sorry state. I don’t think they actually killed him but he won’t try
that lark again for a while! Paid back for his bother.’
‘Happy Tuesday evening. Blackbird practising his evening aria in the sun. We have a real showoff blackbird who sits on a tv aerial as he has discovered that it amplifies his song! And he sings and
sings. Do you know what the most common bird in Britain is?’
‘Good luck with the blue tits. I spotted a great tit flying into its nest in somebody’s porch this morning
- they are great opportunists. Maybe they like having humans nearby - like the puffins on the island of
Lungha near Iona who have found that the visitors keep the Bonxies off their pufflings!’

‘I have one or two black bees and a bumble nosing around my
flowering currant. Do you have these? Are they ok?’
‘From my usual seat I can see my 8ft flowering current bush that
fills one of the windows. It is dripping with deep pink flowers and
the bumblebees are loving them.’
‘All this talk of bees. I stepped outside my side door at 1pm to
see a car at the top of my drive with a woman in white protective
clobber. I asked what was happening and was told that bees had
just swarmed. The lady explained about the Queen bee leaving
the hive with about half of the workers laden with food and looking
for a new set-up. She got many of the bees into some sort of
basket which she has left upside down on a cover in a corner of
my front lawn. She has left a space for any remaining bees to
get inside it. She said she would collect it and the bees later this
evening. This is the second thing this week involving my front
lawn, I wonder if there will be a third? I don’t know if the bees took
fright but they certainly took flight as they had gone by the time
the bee lady returned at about 6.30pm. It is now time for a pot of
Earl Grey and a pastry!’
‘Hmmm! A swarm - how lovely! I can often be found swarm
collecting. This lovely warm weather will trigger the urge for a
colony to divide. Swarm prevention is top of the beekeeper’s list
of things to do at this time of year. I’m waiting for my first call! Bees
are normally quite safe when they swarm - they’ll have loaded up
on honey stores to take with them and consequently cannot bend
their abdomens sufficiently to inflict a sting. I wouldn’t suggest you
test the theory; it’s not always the case!’
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‘Wildlife update – 4 badgers feeding
in my back garden earlier this evening
- great to see them! As you probably
know badgers love to go “grubbing” and
are no respecters of lawns and have
done a bit of digging in the past. I once
met one coming out of my cellar! I don’t
know who was the most surprised.’
‘Bingo! A badger has been spotted
near us! Haven’t seen it myself just a
photo. What do badgers eat? Are they
like foxes with a taste for takeaways I
wonder.’
‘My friend’s wife has been feeding
badgers every night for years outside
their back door, the most being 12, but
not so many recently. She buys and
cooks the cheapest chicken legs and
sausages that she can get. They do
treat them as wild animals but I have
actually fed one once with a long stalk
of cheese – I still have all my fingers!
Somewhere I have a photo of a young
badger with its head through their cat
flat in the utility room!’
‘Whew, those badgers not only have a
posh Edinburgh postcode but eat better
than some humans!’

Birds, bees and moonshine
Flower guild cuttings from the lockdown weeks

‘Dear Experts, Do you know what this tree is? The bracts, tassels, are really silky and you can just see a little leaf
rather like an acer? Love to hear your opinion. It is in Ruskin Park which has some quite old trees. Like all the
wildlife reports - the light is so beautiful these bright days especially in the early morning and early evening. My
amelanchiar is like a white lace mantilla.’
‘I have searched my rather large and thick book on trees and not found the elusive tree.’
‘I walked round the mystery tree, and lo! there was a label! It is a Box Elder, Acer negundo - new to me. Thanks for
trying - I should do a bit more investigating before wasting your valuable time!’
‘Went on a slightly different route today and found a pauwlonia - over its best, but still some violet flowers hanging
in the rain. And also an oak which I usually beetle by on my way to the station Does anyone know which came out
first this year - oak or ash to fulfil the old adage of soak or splash?’
‘The invasion of Spanish bluebells is a bit like the effect the introduction of grey squirrels has had on native red
squirrels. My small patch of English bluebells has disappeared. Rather late in the day I have realised that it is not
just bulbs growing and spreading under the ground but seed pods bursting and disseminating above ground. I was
very grateful for a hot bath to ease the aching back last night.’
‘Back home now and ready to sit in the plastic garden and read. All the grass is plastic. I brought lots of plants in
tubs from the old house and hoped by now to have started getting rid of the plastic and getting some trees and
bushes in but it won’t be this year!’
‘Saw on my 3 km walk today - down the Grove and through Warwick Gardens (very doggie) and up the hill - one
huge Cecile Brunner - a most lovely pink rose, and a large white/pale pink wisteria - hanging over the front door
like a lockdown haircut.’

‘Last night I went to sleep thinking about a star – The North Star.
Every night I look out of my bedroom window before drawing the
curtains and there it is, unseen during the day and dazzling at night.
I stare at it just to make sure that it is not moving (sometimes aircraft
pass overhead at high altitude).’
‘The North Star shines as brightly over Dulwich as Colchester! I say
hello to it as I watch some glorious sunsets from my front window
and look for it, moved round quite a bit, before I go to bed, to say
goodnight to it. It’s comforting somehow to see something as lovely
- makes you think there are some good things still around!’
‘Again last night I was admiring the North Star and some way below
it was the lovely crescent shape of a New Moon, and looking down
from the Galaxy to earth there was a solitary badger in the garden.’
‘I looked out for the star as usual last night too and yes, there was
that gorgeous little new crescent moon! It was just so lovely. I loved
your picture of the moon and the star and the solitary badger. You
sent me off to my bookshelf to read for the nth time The piper at the
gates of dawn in “The Wind in the Willows”.’
‘Yes! I went out a little while ago to pop something in the post box
up the road and walking back by the side of my little park I saw the
moon and the star really shining out. There were at least two and
perhaps three blackbirds around all singing loudly, clearly warning
the others off their territory.
Several other birds were singing too but not sure I could identify
them. It’s a lovely sound in the twilight.’
‘The description of the evening star and the moon has been lovely.
A month ago I looked out when it was dark and clear and saw the
beautiful new moon with the star nearby as we are seeing now.
Tomorrow Venus, or the Evening Star, will be shining at its brightest,
on April 28th. I do hope it will be a clear sky but the forecast does
not sound hopeful! Evening Star sounds more romantic somehow.’
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‘Instead of phoning I thought I would
send you all a message - how I
named you all in your pews as the
service began: at the back handing
out hymnbooks, or departing for
Sunday School, looking at the
flowers and wondering about the
lilies still closed, that floppy bit that
might fall out, but on the whole a
colourful and welcome addition to
Sunday’s sunshine and gathered
congregation. The life and people
of St.Columba’s is ingrained like
a tattoo on my heart - for which I
am eternally grateful.
I wish I could see badgers under
the stars too.
What snack did you choose? I have
a plain digestive and a small cup of
coffee while I read the papers in the
garden.
Have a good week everyone - with
ducks, geese, badgers, foxes, stars
- what a wealth to enjoy.’

Baptisms  Marriages  Deaths
DEATHS

“Blessed are they that die in the Lord”
7 April 		

Alasdair Campbell, Croydon, CR2

9 April		

Mary Search, London, SW10

TAKE OUT A
MAGAZINE
SUBSCRIPTION
For information,
please contact the Church Office
St Columba’s Church Office,
Pont Street, London SW1X 0BD

‘Blue skies’ over Crystal Palace Park:
Beth enjoys the sunshine
Photo Rona Black
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ANSWERS:-

1. Speedwell
2. Bluebell
3. Jack-in-the-Pulpit
4. Lockdown (the exception)
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5. Kingcup
6. Dandelion
7. Milkmaids
8. Foxglove

9. Ragged Robin
10. Sweet Woodruff
11. Ramsons
12. Buttercup

By Jim Blackwood and Steve Amos

Prayer
Strengthen us as a people of hope,
true first fruits of all you create.
Give us grace to love
that which we are required to do;
to live from love,
and not from obligation.
So, attune our hearts
to holiness
and to the harmony of your kingdom.
Walk with us, as our companion,
and before us, as our guard.
Hasten the coming of that day,
when again we can pray together
in the Church and Chapel which we love.
All these things we pray
in the strong and precious name
of Jesus Christ,
our risen Lord and Saviour.
Amen
(Extract from Congregational Prayer Time, May 2020)
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